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複素解析写像に関する一注意

橋本有司

Let R be a Riernnn surfac巴ofan algebroid function and M a Riernann surface of an algebraic 

function. The purpose of this paper is to give a proof of the second rnain theorern on cornplex 

analytic rnappings of R into M by applying the Ahlfors theory of covering surfaces 
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S 1. Introduction. Let R b巴 ann-sheeted covering surface of the cornplex plane 1 z 1 <∞， which is a Riernann 

surface of an algebroid function， M .an rn-she巴tedcovering surface of the exte吋 edcornplex plane 1 w 1孟∞， which 

is a Riernann surface of an algebraic function of genus g， and伊 acornplex analytic rnapping of R into M. As for 

the Nevanlinna theory of such cornplex analytic rnappings， the first rnain theorern is given in Hirorni-Muto!1， in 

which sorne nonexsistence theorerns on cornplex analytic rnappings are also given. Further， the second rnain theorern 

and the deficiency relation are given in N oguchj2l by usingo the di旺erentialgeornetric rnethod 

On the other hand， concerning the Ahlfors theory of covering surfaces， Dufresnoy3l and Turnura4l develop the 

theory in the case of algebroid functions. The purpose of this paper is to give a proof of the second rnain theorern 

along this line. In S 2， we shall give a proposition on the Ahlfors theory of covering surfaces in the case of cornplex 

analytic rnappings of R into M， and then in S 3， we shall give the proof applying this. 

The auther wishes to express his deep gratitude to Professor K. Matsurnoto for valuable advice. 

S2. Let R. M 伊 beas in S 1. We consider the rnetric on M as is induced by 1 w出∞.Let R， be the subregion 

of R over Izl孟r， and M， its irnage. According to the fundarn巴ntaltheorern of covering surfaces， we have 

pミ (2g-2)S-hL， 

whereρ， S and L are the Euler characteristic， the rnean sheet nurnber and the length of the relative boundary of M， 

and h is a constant depending only on M 

Here， we shall rnodify this inequality to a forrn applicable to our study. Let aJ， ・・・・ー ， aq be q points on M， DJ， 

E ー， Dq disjoint schlicht discs in M with their centers at a!， ....一， aq and CJ，・ー・ー， Cq the circurnferences of D!，・

Dq. If M， is decornposed by the cross cuts and the ring cuts over C!，・・ ・， Cq into subregions， we call the subregions 

over DJ， ......， Dq islands or peninsulas and the s伽昭ionsover M 古Dklakes or seas respectiv尚， according as 
kニ l

the nonexistence or existence of the relative boundaries. N ow， denoting by p(Dk) the nurnber of islands in Mr over 

Dk' we have the following 

PROPOSITION_ 

q 

ヱp(Dk) +ρ 主主 (2g-2+q) S-hL 
k=l 

Proof. Let M， be decornposed by the cross cuts and the ring cuts over CJ， .・.， Cq into subregions. We divide 

the islands， the peninsulas， the lakes and the seas further into two classes according as their Euler characteristics 

are nonnegative or equal to -1 and denote these classes 1+， L， P +， P~ ， L+， L~ and S+， S~ respectively， where the class 

Lis巴rnptybecause of the H urwitz forrnula. N ow， estirnating the Euler characteristic of each of those subregions， 

we have 
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whereρi， -1，ん， -1，ρ" fJ，;， -1 on the left sides are the Euler characteristics of the subregions in the classes 1+， L， 

P +， P~ ， L+， S+， S~ respectively， S， and S， on the right sides are the mean sheet numbers of the subregions in the 

classes L+ and S+， and Ls is the length of the relative boundary of the subregion in the class S+ーHere，(1)， (2)， (3)， 

(4) and (7) are obvious and inequalities (5) and (6) are consequences of the fundamental theorem of covering surfaces. 

The following inequality (8) is also a consequence of the fundamental theorem of covering surfaces : 

。詮 (2g-2十q)S~-hL~ ， (8) 

where S~ and L~ ar巴 themean sheet number and the length of the relative boundary of the subregion in the class 

S~. N ow， we add these inequalities (1) to (8) for all the subregions side by side， and then add N， the number of the 

cross cuts， to the both sides of the resulting inequality. If a region F is decomposed into two subregions， Fl and F2 

by some ring cuts and n cross cuts， we haveρ(F)=ρ(F1)十ρ(F，)十n，where -p(F)，ρ(F1) and ρ(F，) are the Euler 

characteristics of the regions F， Fl and F2 • Hence， the left side is equal to p. As for the right side， we consider as 

follows. We decompose Mr by only ring cuts into subregions and then these subregions by cross cuts， where the 

subregions without relative boundaries leave as they are. W巴 denotethe subregions with relative bondaries by F" 

......， F /， which are decomposed by the N 1・・・， N，(N1+ー・ー・十N，二N)cross cuts. Then， each Fk is decomposed into 

at most Nk+1 subr巴gions，among which at least one is not simply connected， that is， has a nonnegative characteris-

tic. So that， the sum of N and -1's of (4) and (7) is nonnegative. Further， the sum of -1's of (1) and (2) is the minus 
q 

of the number of the islands， so that， is equ呂1to -:2: p (Dk). Consequently， denoting by 3 and L the mean sheet 
k=l q 

number and the length of the relative boundary of Mγover M -U Dk， the right side is estimated from below at 

ーま p(Dk)十 (2g2+q)5-hETherefore，WEhavf k=1 

k=l 
q 

2 p(Dk) + p 主主 (2g-2+q) 3-hL 
K二 l

Here，we have IS-31三五hLby the first covering theorem， so that， 3詮S-hL.Clearly L豆Land we obtain the 

proposition 

S 3. Let R. M，ψbe as in 91. We denot巴byPR and PM the projection of R onto 1 Z 1 <∞ and the projection of 

M onto Iwl壬∞， and by争thealgebroid function PM 0ψFirst， followi昭 Hiromi-Muto11， we shall introduce the 

counting function and the proximity function ofφLet a be a point of M of order Aa -1， and c a point of R of order 

Ac -1 such that伊 (c)=a. Then， if we set PM (a)二 Woand PR(C)=ZO' the algebroid function ?t can be represented in 

the neighborhood of Zo as 

w=wo十Yτ(λ'/Z三zo)τ 十ー ー (yτヰ0)

We set n (r， a，伊)=~r， where the summation玄istaken for all c such thatψ(c)二aand IPR (c)1壬r，and define the 

counting function as follows: 

I ( r n(t，a，伊)-n(o，a，q.>) ，]..1- I ~ /_  _ ¥ 1_ 1 N(山) 二 百五{J0 U¥C，u，<P' t U¥V，u'<P'dt+n(o，a，伊)log r} 

Let Ka be the schlicht disc in M with the center a and the radius Oa. Setting 

dlog市主ォ，庄記εKa 州作W同)，
U仏a(何配)ドニ ~ -

lO， 直正EKa，

we define the proximity function as follows : 
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m同伊)=ヰjrUa(伊(γ))de 

where rr is the circumference of R， and PR (γ)=re i8. In th巴secircumstances， m (r，a，伊)十N(r，a，伊)is independent of 

a exc巴ptfor a bounded term. N amely it is known that the following theorem holds 

FIRST MAIN THEOREM (Hiromi-Mutdl)) 

m同伊)十 N(r，a，qJ) =去T州十0(1

Here， T (r， et) is the characteristic function of the algebroid function et in the sense of Selberg5) We define the 

characteristic function of '1' by 

T (r，qJ) =去T付

Now， we shall give a proof of the second main theorem by using the proposition in 9 2. Denoting by N(r，R) the 

counting function of the branch points of R， we have the following 

SECOND MAIN THEOREM (cf. N oguchi21) 

q 

(2g-2十q)T(r，伊)三五 2. N (r，ak'伊)十N (r，R) 十O(JT (r，伊)logT(r，伊))， rEEE， 
k=l 

where E satisfies I っ与てdr<∞
J E r 10邑

Proof. Let S (t)，ρ(t) and L (t) be the quantities S，ρ， L for Mt in S 2. Then， the proposition in S 2 is 

q 

(2g-2+q) S (t)三五ヱ p(Dk)+ρ(t)十 hL(t)
k=l 

We divide the both sides by nt， and integrate them from ro to r. It is well-known that 

1 r r S (t) 
丁 I ~ ~CI dt = T (r，qJ)十 o(log r) 
11 0/ fo 

Since p (Dk)壬 n(t，ak，伊)， we have 

1 r r p(円、
ご l一τ:_I<_!_dt~玉 N (r，ak，伊)+ 0 (log r) 
11~ 了。 L

Further， we have ρ(t) =n (t，R) -n by the Hurwitz formula， where n (t，Rl is the sum of ord巴rsof the branch points 

of Rt. Thus， we have 

1 r r p (叶
三ご l と :CIdt 二 N(r，R)+O (log r). 
11.1 fo 

Last， following Dufresnoy31 and Dinghas'l， we have 

r r L (t) 
~J r一t'dt二 o(.jT (r五logT (r，qJ))， r司三E，

in the usual manner. Combining these equalities and inequalities， we obtain the theorem 

The r巴stof the paper is concerned with the deficiency relation. For aEM， we define the deficiency丘S

1:_N(一q;)o(a，qJ) = 1-1im一一一二ι:→∞ T(r，伊)ー

Now，let伊 bethe complex analytic mapping of R into M such that the proper existence domain of the algebroid 

function 争coincideswith R. Then， according to the branch point theorem of Ullrich71， we have 

N(r，R)壬(2n-2)mT(r，伊)ー

Therefor巴， for suchψ， we have the following 

DEFICIENCY RELA TION (cf. N oguchi21) 

q 

ヱo(ak，伊)壬 (2-2g)十 2(n-1) m 
k二 1
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